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Abstract The focus of this paper is on action domain descriptions whose meaning
can be represented by transition diagrams. We introduce several semantic measures
to compare such action descriptions, based on preferences over possible states of
the world and preferences over some given conditions (observations, assertions,
etc.) about the domain, as well as the probabilities of possible transitions. This
preference information is used to assemble a weight which is assigned to an action
description. As applications of this approach, we study updating action descriptions
and identifying elaboration tolerant action descriptions, with respect to some given
conditions. With a semantic approach based on preferences, not only, for some
problems, we get more plausible solutions, but also, for some problems without any
solutions due to too strong conditions, we can identify which conditions to relax to
obtain a solution. We further study computational issues, and give a characterization
of the computational complexity of computing the semantic measures.
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1 Introduction

Action languages [1] have been introduced for representing knowledge about actions
(including their effects) by means of action descriptions, which consist of sentences
in a logic whose meaning can be represented by transition diagrams – directed graphs
whose nodes correspond to states and whose edges correspond to transitions caused
by occurrences and non-occurrences of actions. They provide a domain-independent
tool for expressing this knowledge in a highly declarative manner, on which various
reasoning tasks (including planning) can be carried out. However, a particular action
description is always a (more or less) accurate model of a domain, in the sense that
it is a correct abstraction of the modeled world, but as such never “complete,” i.e.,
different such descriptions are possible.

This raises the issue of how to compare different action descriptions. This task is
important for applications where certain descriptions are more preferred than others.
One such application is the action description update problem [2–4]: when updating
an action description with respect to some given information, usually several possibil-
ities exist and one has to choose one of these action descriptions. Another application
is related to representing an action domain in a more elaboration tolerant way [4–
6]. Recall that, according to McCarthy [5], a “formalism is elaboration tolerant to
the extent that it is convenient to modify [...] the formalism to take into account
new phenomena or changed circumstances.” Applied to action descriptions, this
problem can be expressed as the task of identifying among several action descriptions
representing the same action domain, which one is the most elaboration tolerant one,
with respect to some given conditions describing possible elaborations?

The preference of an action description may be based on a syntactic measure,
such as the number of formulas: the less the number of formulas contained in an
action description, the more preferred it is. A syntactic measure can be defined also
in terms of set containment with respect to a given action description D: an action
description is more preferred if it is a maximal set, among others, that is contained
in D. For instance, according to the syntactic measure used in [2] for updating an
action description D with some new knowledge Q, an action description D′ is more
preferred if D′ is a maximal set, among others, containing D and contained in D ∪ Q.

In this paper, we describe the preference of an action description on a semantic
basis, with respect to some given conditions. The idea is to describe a semantic
measure by assigning weights (i.e., real numbers) to action descriptions, with respect
to their transition diagrams and some given conditions; then, once the weights of
action descriptions are computed, to compare two descriptions by comparing their
weights.

We consider action descriptions in a fragment of the action language C [7], which
consists of “causal laws.” For instance, consider a (simplified) TV system with the
possible actions of pushing the power button on the TV, or pushing the power button
of a remote control. In this domain, the causal law

caused PowerON after PushPBTV ∧ ¬PowerON, (1)

expresses that the action PushPBTV causes the value of the fluent PowerON to
change from f (false) to t (true); such causal laws describe direct effects of actions.
The causal law

caused TvON if PowerON, (2)
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Fig. 1 A transition diagram

expresses that if the fluent PowerON is caused to be true, then the fluent TvON is
caused to be true as well; such causal laws describe state constraints. The meaning of
an action description D can be represented by a transition diagram, like in Fig. 1. In
this transition diagram, the nodes of the graph (shown by boxes) denote the states of
the world: (s) one where both the power and the TV is on, and (s′) the other where
both the power and the TV is off. The edges denote action occurrences. For instance,
the edge from s to s′ labeled by the action of pushing the power button on the TV
describes that executing this action at s leads to s′. The edges labeled by the empty
set are due to the law of inertia.

Suppose that we are given another action description D′ describing the domain
above; and that the transition diagram of D′ is almost the same as that of D, except
that there is no outgoing edge from the state {PowerON, TvON} with the label
{PushPBRC}. Which action description should be preferred? To answer this question,
we assign weights to these two action descriptions, based on their transition diagrams,
and given conditions (observations, assertions, etc.).

We describe conditions in an action query language, like in [1], by means of
“queries.” For instance,

ALWAYS
∨

A∈2A
executable A, (3)

where 2A denotes the set of all actions, expresses that, at every state, there is some
action executable. The query

SOMETIMES evolves PowerON; {PushPBRC}; PowerON (4)

expresses that, at some state when the power is on, pushing the power button on the
remote control does not turn the power off. Then we can define the weight of an
action description as the number of queries it entails. For instance, according to the
transition diagram of D, (3) and (4) are entailed, so the weight of D is 2; according to
the transition diagram of D′, only (3) is entailed, so the weight of D′ is 1. Therefore,
D is preferred over D′.

The main question we study is the following: Given a set D of action descriptions
and a set C of queries, which action description in D is a most preferred one with re-
spect to C? We address this question taking a semantically-oriented stance, that is by
assigning weights to action descriptions in D, based on their transition diagrams and
the given conditions. Providing different means for expressing preference by means
of weights over the essential elements, i.e., states, possible transitions, and conditions,
we obtain four different approaches which are convenient in different scenarios.
Mirroring the respective focus of preference assignment, they are intuitively suited
for situations where the dynamics of a system is disregarded and static requirements
dominate, for situations where dynamic aspects come to the fore and are assessed
by the probability of transitions and sequences thereof (i.e., trajectories), or for
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situations where the given conditions are central, serving the purpose of a system
specification, respectively. We apply these approaches to the problem of updating an
action description, as well as to the problem of identifying more elaboration tolerant
action descriptions, and observe the following two benefits. First, if a problem has
many solutions with the syntactic approach of [2], a semantic approach can be used to
further prune the set of admissible solutions and may, eventually, allow to pick one.
Second, if a problem does not have any solution with any of the approaches, due to
too strong conditions, a semantic approach can be used to identify which conditions
could be relaxed in order to find a solution.

As for the organization of the remainder of this article, in the next two sections we
briefly introduce the languages – syntax and semantics – we use to encode an action
domain by means of an action description, respectively to express conditions on such
an action description by means of action queries. In Section 4 we introduce weights
for encoding semantic preference of action descriptions, which thus give us a means
for semantic comparison. The subsequent Section 5 addresses applications of this
approach, while in Section 6 formal results on computational aspects are collected.
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Transition diagrams and action descriptions

We consider a (propositional) action signature that consists of a set F of fluent names,
and a set A of action names. Moreover, let t and f denote the truth values True and
False, respectively. An action is a truth-valued function on A, denoted by the set of
action names that are mapped to t. A (propositional) transition diagram of an action
signature L = 〈F, A〉 consists of a set S of states, a function V : F × S → { f, t}, and a
subset R ⊆ S × 2A × S of transitions. We say that V(P, s) is the value of fluent P in s.
The states s′ such that 〈s, A, s′〉 ∈ R are the possible results of the execution of the
action A in the state s. We say that A is executable in s, if at least one such state s′
exists.

A transition diagram can be thought of as a labeled directed graph. Every state s
is represented by a vertex labeled with the function P 
→ V(P, s) from fluent names
to truth values. Every triple 〈s, A, s′〉 ∈ R is represented by an edge leading from s
to s′ and labeled A. An example of a transition diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

We consider a subset of the action description language C[7] that consists of two
kinds of expressions (called causal laws): static laws of the form

caused L if G, (5)

where L is a fluent literal (an expression of the form P or ¬P, where P is a fluent
name) and G is a fluent formula, (a propositional combination of fluent names), and
dynamic laws of the form

caused L if G after U , (6)

where L and G are as above, and U is a formula (a propositional combination of
fluent names and action names). In both cases the part if G can be dropped if G is
True. An action description is a set of causal laws. For instance, the action description
consisting of the causal laws given in Fig. 2 encodes how a TV system operates;
inertial L1, . . . , Lk stands for caused Li if Li after Li (1 ≤ i ≤ k).
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Fig. 2 An action description
encoding a TV domain

The fragment of C we consider, where L is restricted to a fluent literal in
causal laws of the form (5) and (6) rather than allowing fluent formulas, allows
to express definite causal theories [7]. This means, one can state elementary causal
effects, i.e., causation wrt. a particular fluent, but nondeterminism in the attri-
bution of causation is prohibited. For example, in our TV setting we could not
express the following nondeterministic causal effect of replacing a broken fuse:
caused TvON ∨ ¬PowerON after ReplaceFuse. Note that we could rewrite the law
into definite laws that are equivalent on our example TV domain. In general,
however, such a rewriting would require a semantic reconstruction and thus cannot
be done efficiently (i.e., cause an exponential blow-up).

The meaning of an action description can be represented by a transition diagram.
Let the interpretation of a state be given by the truth assignment to fluent names as
induced by the respective fluent values under V. Note that the general definition of
a transition diagram as introduced above, allows for different, i.e. distinguishable,
states in our domain to yield equal interpretations. However, since such states are
indistinguishable by the properties, i.e. fluents, chosen to model the domain, we
further on do not distinguish between them. Therefore, let D be an action description
with a signature L = 〈F, A〉. The transition diagram 〈S, V, R〉1 described by D is
defined as follows: S is the set of all interpretations s of F such that, for every static
law (5) in D, s satisfies G ⊃ L; V(P, s) = s(P); and R is the set of all triples 〈s, A, s′〉
such that s′ is the only interpretation of F which satisfies the heads L of all static
laws (5) in D for which s′ satisfies G, and dynamic laws (6) in D for which s′ satisfies G
and s ∪ A satisfies U . For example the transition diagram described by the action
description of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 1. Note that every action description D describes
a unique transition diagram, which we denote by T(D). We call an action description
D consistent, if T(D) has a nonempty state set, and finally remark that checking for
consistency is already intractable (see also Section 6). Thus, computing T(D) given
D is also not polynomial.

3 Action queries

To talk about observations of the world, or assertions about the effects of the
execution of actions, we use an action query language consisting of queries described
as follows.

Definition 1 A basic query is (a) a static query of the form

holds F, (7)

1Note that, by this definition V actually is redundant (but kept for conformity).
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where F is a fluent formula; (b) a dynamic query of the form

necessarily Q after A1; . . . ; An, (8)

where Q is a basic query and each Ai is an action; or (c) a propositional combination
of basic queries.

An existential query is an expression of the form

SOMETIMES Q, (9)

where Q is a basic query; a universal query is of the form

ALWAYS Q, (10)

where Q is a basic query.
A query is a propositional combination of existential and universal queries.

As for the semantics, let T = 〈S, V, R〉 be a transition diagram, with a set S of
states, a value function V mapping, at each state s, every fluent P to a truth value,
and a set R of transitions. A history of T of length n is a sequence

s0, A1, s1, . . . , sn−1, An, sn (11)

where each 〈si, Ai+1, si+i〉 (0 ≤ i < n) is in R.

Definition 2 A state s ∈ S satisfies a basic query q relative to a transition diagram
T = 〈S, V, R〉, denoted T, s |= q, if

– q is of the form (7) and the interpretation P 
→ V(P, s) satisfies F;
– q is of the form (8) and, for every history s = s0, A1, s1, . . . , sn−1, An, sn of T of

length n, basic query Q is satisfied at state sn;
– q is of the form ¬Q and T, s �|= Q; q is of the form Q ∧ Q′, and T, s |= Q and

T, s |= Q′; or q is of the form Q ∨ Q′, and T, s |= Q or T, s |= Q′.

Note that, for every state s and for every fluent formula F, T, s |= holds F iff T,

s |= ¬holds ¬F. And since satisfaction of basic queries is defined only wrt. par-
ticular states, for every state s, every fluent formula F, and every action se-
quence A1, . . . , An (where n ≥ 1), if it holds that T, s |= necessarily (holds F) after
A1; . . . ; An then symmetrically it holds that T, s |= ¬necessarily (¬holds F) after
A1; . . . ; An.

Definition 3 A transition diagram T = 〈S, V, R〉 entails a query q, denoted T |= q, if
one of the following holds:

– q is an existential query (9) and ∃s ∈ S (T, s |= Q);
– q is a universal query (10) and ∀s ∈ S (T, s |= Q);
– q is of the form ¬Q and T �|= Q; q is of the form Q ∧ Q′, and T |= Q and T |= Q′;

or q is of the form Q ∨ Q′, and T |= Q or T |= Q′.

Note that, T |= SOMETIMES Q iff T |= ¬ALWAYS ¬Q, for any basic query Q.
We say that T entails a set of queries C, denoted T|=C, if T |= q for every q ∈ C.

Satisfaction and entailment of queries by action descriptions is now naturally
defined as follows.
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Definition 4 An action description D satisfies a basic query q at a state s, denoted
D, s |= q, if T(D), s |= q; it entails a query q, denoted D |= q, if T(D) |= q; and, it
entails a set of queries C, denoted D |= C, if T(D) |= C.

Example 1 Consider the action description in Fig. 2 encoding how a TV system
operates; inertial L1, . . . , Lk stands for caused Li if Li after Li (1 ≤ i ≤ k). This action
description does not entail any set of queries containing

ALWAYS necessarily (holds ¬TvON) after {PushPBRC}
because this query is not satisfied at the state {TvON, PowerON}; but, it entails the
queries:

ALWAYS holds PowerON ≡ TvON,

ALWAYS holds PowerON ∧ TvON ⊃
¬necessarily (holds TvON) after {PushPBTV}. (12)

In the rest of the paper, an expression of the form

possibly Q after A1; . . . ; An,

where Q is a basic query and each Ai is an action, stands for the dynamic query
¬necessarily ¬Q after A1; . . . ; An; an expression of the form

evolves F0; A1; F1; . . . ; Fn−1; An; Fn, (13)

where each Fi is a fluent formula, and each Ai is an action, stands for holds F0 ∧
possibly (holds F1 ∧ possibly (holds F2 ∧ ...) after A2) after A1; and an expression of
the form

executable A1; . . . ; An,

stands for the dynamic query possibly True after A1; . . . ; An. We sometimes drop
holds from static queries appearing in dynamic queries.

Intuitively, satisfaction of a query by an action description reduces to satisfaction
of respective basic queries at certain states of the transition diagram. Thereby, static
queries require a (static) condition to hold in these states, while dynamic queries
require particular (sequences of) transitions to emanate from these states. Existential
and universal quantification naturally express whether existence of such a state is
sufficient for satisfaction or whether the respective basic queries have to hold at all
states.

Queries allow us to express various pieces of knowledge about the domain.
For instance, we can express the existence of states where a formula F holds by
SOMETIMES holds F. Similarly, we can express the existence of a transition from
some state where a formula F holds to another state where a formula F ′ holds, by
the execution of an action A:

SOMETIMES holds F ∧ possibly F ′ after A.

In general, the existence of a history (11) such that, for each si, the interpretation
P 
→ V(P, si) satisfies some formula Fi can be expressed by the query:

SOMETIMES evolves F0; A1; F1; . . . ; Fn−1; An; Fn. (14)
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For instance, query

SOMETIMES evolves PowerON; {PushPBTV};
¬PowerON; {PushPBTV}; PowerON.

(15)

describes the presence of the following history in Fig. 1:

{PowerON, TvON}, {PushPBTV}, {¬PowerON,

¬TvON}, {PushPBTV}, {PowerON, TvON}. (16)

Also we can express that there is no transition from any state where a formula F
holds:

ALWAYS holds F ⊃
∧

A∈2A
necessarily False after A.

Like in [2], we can express, given an action sequence A1, . . . , An (n ≥ 1), executabil-
ity of it at every state by

ALWAYS executable A1; . . . ; An;

mandatory effects of it in a given context by

ALWAYS holds G ⊃ necessarily F after A1; . . . ; An;

and possible effects of it in a context by

ALWAYS holds G ⊃ possibly F after A1; . . . ; An.

In the last two queries, F describes the effects and G the context.

4 Weight assignments for action descriptions

There are many possibilities for comparing action descriptions. A generic method
is to use a preference relation, i.e., a preorder �, which describes for each pair of
actions descriptions D and D′ whether D is preferable to D′, in symbols D � D′.
The preorder � can be defined in various ways, and may depend on syntactic and/or
semantic properties of the action descriptions D and D′.

One particular way is to compare action descriptions on the basis of a numeric
weight assigned to them, such that preference of an action description D over
D′ is determined by comparing weight(D) and weight(D′), where weight(D) and
weight(D′) are the weights assigned to D and D′, respectively. To this end we present
in this section four weight assignments, which assign to each action description D a
numeric weight, based on the transition diagram of D and a given set of conditions.
Each of the weight assignments aims at valuing some particular aspect of the action
description, but without an a priori epistemic meaning. Briefly, the four weight
assignments and their aims are as follows:

– Weighted states: to value preference over states, e.g., in situations where the
dynamics of a system is disregarded and static requirements dominate.
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– Weighted queries: to value preference over conditions in a generic way, i.e., with-
out resorting to the transition diagram in detail. This applies, e.g., in situations
where the conditions serve the purpose of a specification for some behavior of
a dynamic system and an action description amounts to a syntactic realization
attempt.

– Weighted histories: to value preference over trajectories, i.e., sequences of transi-
tions, by taking into account the probability at which they occur. This is needed
in situations where dynamic aspects are central.

– Weighted queries relative to weighted states: to value a combination of the
approaches above, e.g., in situations where static requirements also need to be
taken into account when assessing dynamic requirements of a system.

These four assignments are by no means exhaustive, and many others are conceiv-
able. However, they allow to specify preferences over the main semantic constituents
of an action description with respect to an action domain – states, transitions,
and queries (which allow to express desirable properties and axioms), as well as a
combination thereof. Furthermore, the corresponding preference orders are total
and, unlike arbitrary preference orders, beneficial with respect to discrimination of
choices or component-wise comparability; this will be discussed in more detail in
Section 7. After presenting the assignments in detail, we will consider possible usage
scenarios for them in Section 4.5.

4.1 Weighted states

Consider two descriptions of an action domain that involves consumption of some
resource, such as money. Although some reasoning tasks, such as finding a plan to
do shopping, can be performed well with respect to either description, one might
prefer finding/executing the plan with respect to the description according to which
the number of possible world states where resource consumption is less than some
given value. Such a preference over states of a transition diagram T = 〈S, V, R〉 can
be modelled by assigning a weight to each state in S, by means of a function g. Such
a function assigning real numbers to states of the world can be considered as a utility
function, as in decision theory. If one state of the world is preferred to another state
of the world then it has higher utility for the agent; here “utility” is understood as
“the quality of being useful” as in [8]. Alternatively, the function g can be viewed
as a reward function: being at a state s will give a reward of g(s) to the agent. For
instance, in the example above, g(s) could be the amount of money the agent has at
state s. In this case, g(s) can be understood as a utility/reward function.

Given a utility function for a set S of states, we can identify the highly preferred
states relative to a given number l: a state with the weight greater than l is highly
preferred.

Definition 5 The weight of an action description D relative to g and l is defined as:

weights(D) = |{s : s ∈ S, T(D) = 〈S, V, R〉, g(s) > l}|.

With respect to this definition, the more the number of states that are highly
preferred by the agent, the more preferred the action description is.
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Example 2 Consider the transition diagram in Fig. 1 described by D. Take, for each
s ∈ S,

g(s) =
{

2 if PowerON ∈ s
1 otherwise.

(17)

Take l = 1. Then weights(D) = 1.

4.2 Weighted queries

Using weighted states we can express static preferences over action descriptions.
Most often, however, action descriptions serve to model dynamic systems, where
certain specifications have to be met, that do not just depend on the different system
states. One possibility to account for the dynamic behaviour in comparing action
descriptions is by checking whether they satisfy some given conditions (e.g., some
“soft” constraints), possibly of different importance. For instance, one condition
might be concurrence of at most three actions, and another condition might be
the executability of some particular action; and the first condition might be more
important for one sort of planning tasks because the execution of more than three
actions is often problematic. Such a preference over conditions can be specified by
assigning weights to the queries describing these conditions. Based on such weighted
queries, we can define the weight of an action description D as follows.

Definition 6 Let C be a set of queries, along with a weight function f mapping each
condition in C to a real number. The weight of D (relative to C and f ) is

weightq(D) =
∑

c∈C,D|=c
f (c).

Intuitively, the weight of an action description defined relative to the weights of
queries shows how much the set C of given preferable queries are satisfied. With this
definition, the more the highly preferred queries are satisfied, the more preferred the
action description is.

Example 3 Suppose that C consists of (15) and

ALWAYS executable {PushPBRC}, (18)

with weights 1 and 2 respectively. For the description D with the transition diagram
in Fig. 1, weightq(D) = 3.

4.3 Weighted histories

A major field of application for action descriptions is in representing planning
problems. In this context the focus is on how a state evolves by the execution of a
sequence of actions. This motivates the comparison of different action descriptions
by assigning weights to such “histories,” rather than just states/conditions, and to
accumulate them. Informally, this can be achieved as follows.

For a query c of form (14), we value any history w which satisfies c, as a
“desired” witness of this query, in terms of the utility u(w) of w, which is recursively
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determined by a state reward function g(s) and probability distribution m(〈s, A, s〉)
on the transitions. We then accumulate all these values. Intuitively, the more and
the higher desired the histories which satisfy the query are, the more will the action
description be preferred. For handling several queries and discriminating between
them, weighted sums of history utilities using query weights f (c) are calculated and
accumulated. So intuitively, a high weight (and thus preference) is assigned to action
descriptions in which ‘important” queries are (often) satisfied by desired histories.

More formally, the weight assignment is defined as follows. In a transition diagram
T = 〈S, V, R〉, we say that a history (11) of length n is desired with respect to a given
query (14), if, for each i, the interpretation P 
→ V(P, si) satisfies Fi.

Let D be an action description, and T(D) = 〈S, V, R〉. Let C be a set of queries,
along with a weight function f mapping each condition in C to a number. Let HC

be the set of pairs (w, c) such that w is a desired history in T(D) with respect to the
query c of form (14) in C. Let us denote by st(w) the starting state s0 of a history w of
form (11). We define a function h mapping each desired history w appearing in HC

to a real number, in terms of the utility u(w) of state st(w) with respect to w:

h(w) = u(w)×
∑

(w,c)∈HC
f (c).

The function u mapping a history w of form (11) to a real number can be defined in
terms of a sequence of functions ui. Given a utility function (or a reward function)
g mapping each state in S to a real number, and a transition model m mapping each
transition 〈s, A, s′〉 in R to a probability (i.e., the probability of reaching s′ from s
after execution of A):

un(w) = g(sn)

ui(w) = g(si) + m(〈si, Ai+1, si+1〉) × ui+1(w) (0 ≤ i < n)

u(w) = u0(w).

These equations are essentially obtained from the equations used for value determi-
nation in the policy-iteration algorithm described in [8, Chapter 17]: take {s0, . . . , sn}
as the set of states, 〈si, Ai+1, si+1〉 as the possible transitions, the mapping si 
→ Ai+1

as the fixed policy, U as u, Ui as ui, R as g, and M as m.

Definition 7 The weight of D in terms of the weights of desired histories w1, . . . , wz

appearing in HC is defined as

weighth(D) =
∑z

i=1
h(wi).

The more the utilities of desired histories (or trajectories) satisfied by the action
description, the more preferred the action description is.

Example 4 Suppose that C consists of query (15), with weight 3. Consider the
transition diagram T = 〈S, V, R〉 in Fig. 1. Let us denote history (16) by w, and
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query (15) by c. Then HC contains (w, c). Take g(s) as in (17). Take l = 1. Suppose
that, for each transition 〈s, A, s′〉 in R,

m(〈s, A, s′〉) =
{

0.5 if s = {PowerON, TvON} ∧ |A| = 1
1 otherwise.

(19)

Then u(w) = 3.5 and h(w) = u(w)× ∑
(w,c)∈HC

f (c) = 3.5 × 3 = 10.5. Hence
weighth(D) = 10.5.

4.4 Weighted queries relative to weighted states

The three approaches above can be united by also considering to what extent each
universal query in C is entailed by the action description. The idea is to take, while
computing the weight of a description relative to weighted queries, also the states
into account at which these queries are satisfied.

To this end, the reward g(s) of a state s is redefined if it is the starting point
of a history which satisfies some existential query of form (14), to its accumulated
utility in this respect. The given weight f (q) of such a query q is then scaled with
the average reward of the states in the transition diagram which witness the query.
Thus intuitively, few strong (highly desired) witness states are valued higher than
many weak (less desired) ones. We may then similarly measure to what extent a
universal query of form ALWAYS Q dual to form (14) is satisfied, and can extended
the measure to disjunctions of universal and existential queries.

More formally, the weight assignment is as follows. Let D be an action description.
Let T(D) = 〈S, V, R〉, along with a weight function g mapping each state in T(D) to
a real number. Let C be a set of queries such that every query q in C is an existential
query, a universal query, or a disjunction of both.

First, for each state s in S, we compute its new weight g′(s), taking into account
utilities of the desired histories starting with s. Let HC be the set of pairs (w, c) such
that w is a desired history in T(D) with respect to the query c of form (14) in C. Let
W be the set of histories that appear in HC. Let u be a function mapping a history
w to a real number, describing the utility of state s with respect to w. Then the new
weight function g′ is defined as follows:

g′(s) =
{

g(s) if � ∃w(w ∈ W ∧ st(w) = s)∑
w∈W,st(w)=s u(w) otherwise.

Next, for each query c in C, we compute its new weight f ′(c). Let f be a function
mapping each condition in C to a real number. We will denote by SD(B) the set of
states s such that D, s |= B. Then we define f ′ as follows:

f ′(q) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

f ′(q′) + f ′(q′′) if q = q′ ∨ q′′
β if q = ALWAYS B
γ if q = SOMETIMES B ∧ |SD(B)| > 0
0 if q = SOMETIMES B ∧ |SD(B)| = 0,

where β = f (q)× ∑
s∈SD(B) g′(s); γ = f (q)×[(∑s∈SD(B) g′(s))/|SD(B)|]. Intuitively,

f ′ describes to what extent each preferable query q is satisfied.
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Definition 8 The weight of D (relative to C and f ′) is defined by the sum

weightqs(D) =
∑

q∈C
f ′(q).

Intuitively, it describes how much and to what extent the given preferable queries
are satisfied.

Example 5 Suppose that C consists of three queries:

ALWAYS executable {PushPBTV}, (20)

SOMETIMES ¬executable {PushPBRC, PushPBTV}, (21)

and query (15), denoted by c1, c2 and c3 respectively. Consider an action descrip-
tion D, with the transition diagram in Fig. 1. Let us denote history (16) by w;
then HC = {(w, c3)}. Take the utility function g as (17), and the transition model
m as (19). Take f (c1) = 1, f (c2) = 2, f (c3) = 3. Then, we obtain g′ ({PowerON,
TvON})=3.5, g′({¬PowerON,¬TvON})=1, as well as f ′(c1)=4, f ′(c2)=4, f ′(c2)=
10.5. Therefore, weightqs(D) = 18.5.

4.5 Usage

As pinpointed at the beginning of this section, there are other possibilities of defining
a weight function for action descriptions; and as hinted above by examples, deciding
for a weight function depends on particular reasoning task and/or what the user
is concerned about the most. Let us briefly compare distinguishing qualities of the
weights introduced above and deflect some usage scenarios upon this.

One dimension along which the weights can be differentiated is to what extent
they respond to details of the model, that is to the transition diagram. Weighted
states, for example, just aggregate over preferred states, neglecting any transitions.
Thus, they provide an abstract ‘static view’ on the model. If one is more interested
in prediction and has concerns about the values of some fluents, then one would
probably assign weights to action descriptions with respect to the weights of states.
This may serve to identify points of failure or sources of error, however, without
revealing information on the structure of the error.

By means of weighted queries, not only static but also dynamic requirements
that are expected to hold on the transition diagram of an action description can be
expressed in a temporal logic like language. Nevertheless, it is also an extensional
view on the model that does not account for the particular structure, i.e. the number
of violations. It therefore provides a ‘specification view’ on the model, similar as in
model checking: One is interested in a model that satisfies the specification but not
in how it does. So, if the major concern is that an action description satisfies a formal
system specification, then one may resort to weighted queries to enforce it.

The intention of weighted histories is to allow for a qualitative assessment of
certain actions, respectively sequences of actions (trajectories, runs). They thus allow
for an ‘agent view’ on the model building on utilities of states and probabilities for
transitions. For instance, if one is interested in planning, and has some preferences
over executions of sequences of actions, then one would assign weights to a descrip-
tion with respect to these histories.
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Eventually, the idea of weighted queries relative to weighted states is to extend the
qualitative assessment to queries in general, that is, taking state utilities into account
when weighing queries. This weight thus allows to combine the above approaches,
yielding a more generic approach: one can express different, and more sophisticated
views on the model – sometimes perhaps at the cost of clarity and ease of use.

Further examples of the weight measures are given in Appendices.

5 Applications

We now turn to applications of the approach introduced in the previous section, that
is, using semantic weights for comparing action descriptions. We illustrate how it
can be applied for updating action descriptions, as well as for identifying elaboration
tolerant action descriptions, and discuss benefits that can be achieved in comparison
to syntactic approaches.

5.1 Updating an action description

Suppose that an action description D consists of two parts: Du (unmodifiable causal
laws) and Dm (modifiable causal laws); and a set C of conditions is partitioned into
two: Co (obligatory) and Cp (preferable). We define an Action Description Update
(ADU) problem by an action description D = (Du, Dm), a set Q of causal laws, a
set C = (Co, Cp) of queries, all with the same signature, and a weight function weight
mapping an action description to a number. The weight function can be defined
relative to a set of queries, a utility function, or a transition model, as seen in the
previous section. We say that a consistent action description D′ is a solution to the
ADU problem (D, Q, C, weight) if

(1) Q ∪ Du ⊆ D′ ⊆ D ∪ Q,
(2) D′ |= Co,
(3) there is no other consistent action description D′′ such that Q ∪ Du ⊆ D′′ ⊆

D ∪ Q, D′′ |= Co, and weight(D′′) > weight(D′).

The definition of an ADU problem in [2] is different from the one above mainly
in two ways. First, Cp = ∅. Second, instead of (3) above, the following syntactic
condition is considered: there is no consistent action description D′′ such that D′ ⊂
D′′ ⊆ D ∪ Q, and D′′ |= C.

The semantic approach above has mainly two benefits, compared to the syntactic
approach of [2]. First, there may be more than one solution to some ADU problems
with the syntactic approach. In such cases, a semantic approach can be applied to
further prune the set of admissible solutions and may, eventually, allow to pick one
of these solutions. Example 6 illustrates this benefit. Second, for an ADU problem,
if no consistent action description D′ satisfying (1) satisfies the obligatory queries
(Co), there is no solution to this problem with either syntactic or semantic approach.
In such a case, we can use the semantic approach with weighted queries, to relax
some obligatory queries in Co (e.g., move them to Cp). The idea is first to solve the
ADU problem ((Du, Dm), Q, (∅, Co

′), weight), where Co
′ is obtained from Co by
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complementing each query, and where the weights of queries in Co
′ are equal to

some very small negative integer; and then to identify the queries of Co
′ satisfied in

a solution and add them to Cp, with weights multiplied by -1. This process of relaxing
some conditions of Co to find a solution is illustrated in Example 7.

Example 6 Consider, for instance, the action description D given in Fig. 2 as D =
(Dm, Du), where Dm = {(1), (2)} (and thus Du = D \ Dm), that describes a TV
system with a remote control. Suppose that, later the following information, Q, is
obtained:

caused TvON after PushPBRC ∧ PowerON ∧ ¬TvON
caused ¬TvON after PushPBRC ∧ TvON.

Suppose that we are given the set C = (Co, Cp) of queries where Co consists of the
queries (3) and

SOMETIMES evolves ¬TvON; {PushPBTV}; ¬TvON, (22)

and Cp consists of the queries (4), (15), (18), (20), (21), denoted by c1, . . . , c5
respectively. When Q is added to D, the meaning of D ∪ Q can be represented by
a transition diagram almost the same as that of D (Fig. 1), except that there is no
outgoing edge from the state {PowerON, TvON} with the label {PushPBRC}; thus
only (3), (15) and (22) in C are entailed by D ∪ Q. The question is how to update
D by Q such that the obligatory conditions, Co, are satisfied, and the preferable
conditions, Cp, are satisfied as much as possible.

The consistent action descriptions for which (1) holds are

D(1) = D ∪ Q,

D(2) = Du ∪ Q ∪ {(2)},
D(3) = Du ∪ Q ∪ {(1)}1,

D(4) = Du ∪ Q.

With the syntactic approach of [2], we have to choose between D(2) and D(3), since
they have more causal laws. Consider the semantic approach based on weighted
histories (i.e., weight = weighth), with (17) as the utility function g, (19) as the
transition model m, and

f (c1) = 3, f (c2) = 1, f (c3) = 4, f (c4) = 3, f (c5) = 2.

Let us consider the states

s0 = {PowerON, TvON},
s1 = {PowerON,¬TvON},
s2 = {¬PowerON, ¬TvON};

and the histories

w0 = s0, {PushPBRC}, s1,

w1 = s1, {PushPBRC}, s0,

w2 = s0, {PushPBTV}, s2, {PushPBTV}, s1,

w3 = s1, {PushPBTV}, s2, {PushPBTV}, s1
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Fig. 3 Transition diagram of
D(2) = Du ∪ Q∪ {(2)}

whose utilities, u(wi) = u0(wi), can be computed as follows:

w i ui(w)

w0 1 g(s1) = 2
w0 0 g(s0) + m(〈s0, {PushPBRC}, s1〉) × u1(w0) = 3
w1 1 g(s0) = 2
w1 0 g(s1) + m(〈s1, {PushPBRC}, s0〉) × u1(w1) = 4
w2 2 g(s1) = 2
w2 1 g(s2) + m(〈s2, {PushPBTV}, s1〉) × u2(w2) = 3
w2 0 g(s0) + m(〈s0, {PushPBTV}, s2〉) × u1(w2) = 3.5
w3 2 g(s1) = 2
w3 1 g(s2) + m(〈s2, {PushPBTV}, s1〉) × u2(w3) = 3
w3 0 g(s1) + m(〈s1, {PushPBTV}, s2〉) × u1(w3) = 5

That is,

u(w0) = 3, u(w1) = 4, u(w2) = 3.5, u(w3) = 5.

For D(2) (see Fig. 3), since HCp = ∅, weighth(D(2)) = 0.

For D(3) (see Fig. 4), since HCp contains (w0, c5), (w1, c5), (w2, c3), and (w3, c3),

weighth(D(3)) = u(w0) × f (c5) + u(w1)× f (c5)

+ u(w2)× f (c3) + u(w3) × f (c3)

= 3 × 2 + 4 × 2 + 3.5 × 4 + 5 × 4 = 48.

Thus D(3) is the solution.

Fig. 4 Transition diagram
of D(3) = Du ∪ Q∪ {(1)}
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Example 7 Take D, Q, Cp, and D(1)–D(4) as in Example 6, and Co as the set
consisting of the queries

SOMETIMES ¬
∨

A∈2A
executable A, (23)

ALWAYS ¬evolves ¬TvON; {PushPBTV}; ¬TvON, (24)

denoted by c′
1 and c′

2 respectively. None of the descriptions D(1) – D(4) entails Co.
Therefore, there is no solution to the ADU problem above with either the syntactic
approach of [2] or any of the semantic approaches above. To identify which queries
in Co we shall move to Cp, first we obtain C′

0 from Co by negating each query in C0,
and assigning a very small negative integer, say -100, as their weights. So C′

0 consists
of the queries (3) and (22), denoted by c′′

1 and c′′
2 , with weights -100. With the semantic

approach based on weighted queries (i.e., weight = weightq),

weightq(D(1)) = f
(
c′′

1

) = −100,

weightq(D(2)) = weightq(D(3)) = f
(
c′′

1

) + f
(
c′′

2

) = −200,

weightq(D(4)) = f
(
c′′

1

) + f
(
c′′

2

) = −200,

the description D(1) then is the preferred solution to the ADU problem
((Du, Dm), Q, (∅, Co

′), weightq). This suggests relaxing the obligatory query (23) (i.e.,
adding the query (23) to Cp with the weight 100) and solving the new ADU problem,
((Du, Dm), Q, {(24)}, Cp∪ {(23)}, weightq), for which the description Du ∪ Q is the
solution.

5.1.1 Other semantic approaches to action description updates

Given a consistent action description E, condition (3) of an ADU problem
(D, Q, C, weight) can be replaced by

(3)′ there is no other consistent action description D′′ such that Q ∪ Du ⊆ D′′ ⊆
D ∪ Q, D′′ |= Co, and |weight(D′′) − weight(E)| < |weight(D′) − weight(E)|

to express that, among the consistent action descriptions D′ for which (i) and (ii)
hold, an action description that is “closest” to (or most “similar” to) E is picked.
Here, for instance, E may be D ∪ Q, to incorporate as much of the new information
as possible, although D ∪ Q may not entail C. What is meant by closeness or
similarity is based on the particular definition of the weight function. For instance,
based on the weights of states only, with g(s) = 1 if s is a state of E, and 0 otherwise,
the closeness of an action description to E is defined in terms of the common
world states.

5.2 Elaboration tolerance

Suppose that we are given a set D of action descriptions; and a set C of conditions,
each describing a possible elaboration. We say about two action descriptions D and
D′ in D that D is more elaboration tolerant than D′ with respect to C, if weight(D) >
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weight(D′), where weight is defined relative to C among other things (e.g., weight can
be weightq, weighth, or weightqs). The question we are interested in is which action
description in D is the most elaboration tolerant with respect to C.

Weight functions defined relative to possible elaborations, which might also take
into account the significance of those elaborations, are reasonable measures of
difficulty of modifying the action descriptions to entail possible elaborations: if an
action description entails higher number of elaborations, then it is more tolerant to
elaborations; in other words, if an action description does not entail a lower number
of elaborations, then it is easier to modify it by adding or modifying its causal laws
(e.g., like in [9]).

The following is a variation of the example in [6].

Example 8 Consider the following two action descriptions D and D′, that contain
the laws caused F if F and caused ¬F if ¬F, for every fluent F ∈ {Cold, Cloudy,

Sunny, Wet, Winter, Tropical}, together with the laws below describing how the
weather changes when it rains.

D : D′ :
caused Cold after Rain caused Wet after Rain
caused Wet after Rain caused ⊥ after Rain ∧ ¬Cloudy
caused ⊥ after Rain ∧ ¬Cloudy caused ¬Sunny after Sunset
caused ¬Sunny after Sunset caused ¬Sunny if Cloudy
caused ¬Sunny if Cloudy caused Cold if ¬Sunny ∨ (Wet ∧ Cold)

Consider also the following possible elaborations on how the weather changes
relative to seasons and regions:

e1 : ALWAYS holds Winter ⊃ necessarily Cold after Sunset
e2 : SOMETIMES evolves Tropical; {Rain}; ¬Cold
e3 : ALWAYS holds ¬Winter ⊃ possibly Cold after Rain.

Suppose that weight = weightq, and f (e1) = f (e3) = 3, f (e2) = 2 (because, e.g.,
if someone does not travel much, then elaborations relative to seasons are
more important for her). Then D′ is more elaboration tolerant than D because
weightq(D) = 3 whereas weightq(D′) = 8.

Amir compares in [6] two axiomatic theories � and �′ with respect to a target
axiomatic theory �target, in terms of a syntactic transformation (e.g., the number
of additions and deletions of sentences). This idea might be captured with respect
to a semantic measure, by means of comparing how similar/diverse the action
descriptions are as discussed at the end of Section 5.1. On the other hand, we
usually do not know the target theory (resp., the most elaboration tolerant action
description), but may have an idea of possible elaborations based on our observations
in different circumstances (as in the example above). In such cases, it is reasonable
to decide which action description in D is the most elaboration tolerant one, by
comparing action descriptions semantically with respect to some weight function that
takes into account C.
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6 Computational aspects

We confine here to discuss the complexity, in order to shed light on the cost of
computing the weight measures. To this end, we define:

Definition 9 A weighted action domain, Dw , is a quintuple 〈D, C, g, f, m〉, of

– An action description D,
– A set C of queries,
– A function g mapping every state to a real number,
– A function f mapping every query in C to a real number, and
– A function m mapping every transition to a probability.

We furthermore assume that the basic functions, that is, g(s), f (q), and
m(〈s, A, s′〉) are computable in polynomial time, and define

– weights(Dw ) = weights(D) relative to g,
– weightq(Dw ) = weightq(D) relative to C and f ,
– weighth(Dw ) = weighth(D) relative to C, f , g and m,
– weightqs(Dw ) = weightqs(D) relative to C, f , g and m.

For a background on complexity, we refer to the literature (see e.g. [10]).2

Apparently, none of the different weights above is polynomially computable from
an input action description D and a set C of queries in general. Indeed, deciding
whether S has any states is easily seen to be NP-complete, thus intractable: Given a
propositional formula f = ∧n

i=1 ci in conjunctive normal form (CNF), let Gi = ¬ci,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, denote the conjunction that is obtained by negating the clause ci, and
consider the action description consisting of the static laws caused Gi if False, for
1 ≤ i ≤ n. It is easily verified that for this action description S is nonempty if and
only if f is satisfiable.

Furthermore, evaluating arbitrary queries q on D (deciding D |= q) is a PSPACE-
complete problem. Indeed, q can be evaluated on D in polynomial space. On the
other hand, evaluating quantified boolean formulas (QBFs), which is PSPACE-
complete, can be reduced to deciding D |= q. (See, e.g., p.142 in [10] for the class
PSPACE, p.455 for the definition QBFs and the corresponding satisfiability problem
– termed QSAT there – and Theorem 19.1 on p.456 for its PSPACE-completeness.)

Proposition 1 Given an action description D and a query q, the problem of deciding
whether D |= q is PSPACE-complete.

Proof Both checking whether a static query (7) holds at a state s, and whether
a sequence (11) is a history of T(D) is feasible in polynomial time (indeed, note
that given s, A, s′ and D, deciding whether 〈s, A, s′〉∈ R, where T(D)=〈S, V, R〉, is
polynomial). Hence, a recursive procedure for deciding D, s |= Q given D, s, and a
basic query Q in polynomial space (by exploring all possible histories), is straightfor-
ward. Consequently, deciding D |= q where q is an existential or a universal query, or

2See also http://qwiki.caltech.edu/wiki/Complexity_Zoo.

http://qwiki.caltech.edu/wiki/Complexity_Zoo
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any propositional combination of such queries, is also feasible in polynomial space.
This shows membership in PSPACE.

To show PSPACE-hardness, we reduce QSAT, i.e., deciding whether a given QBF
is true, to this problem. Let f = Q1 X1 . . . Qn Xn E be a QBF on propositional atoms
X = {x1, . . . , xn}, where X1, . . . , Xn is a partitioning of X, Qi ∈ {∃,∀}, and E is a
propositional formula on X. Take X as the set of fluents and A1, . . . , An, as action
symbols in an action description D consisting of statements

caused x if x after Ai,

caused ¬x if ¬x after Ai,

caused x j after Ai ∧ x j,

caused ¬x j after Ai ∧ ¬x j,

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, x ∈ Xi, and x j �∈ Xi. Let furthermore

q = SOMETIMES N1 (. . . (Nn E after An) . . . ) after A1, (25)

where Ni = necessarily if Qi = ∀ and Ni = possibly otherwise, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then,
the QBF f is true iff D |= q. This is seen easily, noting that the transition diagram
T(D) contains all (consistent) truth assignments to the propositional variables as
states, and a transition 〈s, Ai, s′〉 iff s and s′ coincide on all fluents not in Xi, i.e., on
all propositional variables not bound by quantifier Qi. ��

6.1 Computation given D and C

As it turns out, all four weights are computable in polynomial space. This is because
each weight is a sum of (in some cases exponentially many) terms, each of which
can be easily computed in polynomial space, using exhaustive enumeration. In
some cases, the computation is also PSPACE-hard, but in others supposedly easier.
Completeness results are wrt. logarithmic space reductions (see, e.g., Def. 8.1, p.160
in [10]).

Theorem 1 Let Dw = 〈D, C, g, f, m〉 be a weighted action domain. Then the follow-
ing hold:

(1) Computing weights(Dw) is #P-complete;
(2) Computing weightq(Dw) is FPSPACE-complete;
(3) Computing weighth(Dw ) is (modulo some normalization) #P-complete, if the

range of f and g are nonnegative numbers, and GapP-complete for arbitrary
f and g;

(4) Computing weightqs(Dw) is FPSPACE-complete.

These results are also shown in the first row of Table 1. Here #P (cf. Def. 18.1,
p.441 in [10]) is the class of problems where the output is an integer that can be
obtained as the number of runs of an NP Turing machine which accepts the input;
problems polynomially solvable with an #P oracle are believed not to be PSPACE-
hard. GapP [11, 12] is the closure of #P under subtraction (equivalently, it contains
the functions which are expressible as number of accepting computation minus the
number of rejecting computations of an NP Turing machine).
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Table 1 Complexity of computing weights (completeness)

Input / Weight weights weightq weighth weightqs

D, C #P FPSPACE GapP ∗ FPSPACE
D, C, S polynomial polynomial polynomial polynomial
Dpol

∗∗, C in FPNP‖ in FPNP‖ in FPNP‖ in FPNP‖
∗ #P for non-negative g(s), f (q);
∗∗ |S| is polynomially bounded

Proof Let Dw = 〈D, C, g, f, m〉 be a weighted action domain.

(1) Computing weights(Dw) amounts to counting the number of states s such that
g(s) > l. This problem is thus easily seen to be in #P. Moreover, it is also
#P-complete, since the canonical #P-complete problem #SAT of counting the
models of a propositional formula is readily reduced to it: consider an action
description that entails for each clause c the static causal law caused ⊥ if ¬c, let
g(s) = 1, for all states s, and l = 0.

(2) As for weightq(Dw ), we must evaluate each query q ∈ C on D and then
take a sum. As testing D|=q is PSPACE-complete, computing weightq(D) is
in FPSPACE, i.e., the class of functions computable in polynomial space.3

Moreover, the problem can also be shown to be hard for this class. Consider
any function f ∈ FPSPACE . For a given input x, to decide whether the i-th
bit of f (x) is 1, is a PSPACE problem and can be reduced to deciding D |= q
as in Proposition 1. Since f (x) is polynomial, a polynomial number of queries
of form (25) is needed to decide each bit of f (x). Moreover, w.l.o.g., the same
action description D can be used for each of these queries. Let f (q) = 2i, for q
deciding the i-th bit of f (x), then weightq(D) = f (x).

(3) Computing weighth(Dw) modulo some normalization (which casts the problem
to one with integer values), can like computing weights(Dw) be seen to be in #P,
if the functions g(s) and f (q) are non-negative. Indeed, each relevant history w

can be nondeterministically generated in polynomial time, and u(w) and h(w)

are easily computed from w; to account for h(w), simply that many accepting
computation branches are nondeterministically generated. On the other hand,
#SAT is reducible to computing weighth(Dw).
We give a simple reduction, which is as follows. Let E be a SAT instance on
propositional atoms x1, . . . , xn, which without loss of generality is not satisfied
if all atoms are assigned false. We let x1, . . . , xn be the fluents and a the single
action symbol in an action description D, which consists of all statements

caused xi if xi after �,

caused ¬xi if ¬xi after �,

3Note that the output has to be generated on the working tape (and thus is of polynomial size), i.e.,
we consider machines that do not have an extra output tape. Sometimes this class is also denoted
FPSPACE(poly) = #PSPACE = #PPSPACE .
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where � stands for a tautology, and let C consist of the single query

c = evolves
n∧

i=1

¬xi; ∅;�.

Informally, the transition diagram of D for the empty action ∅ is the complete
graph whose nodes are given by all truth assignments to x1, . . . , xn. Note also,
that c captures the transitions from the assignment in which all atoms are false to
some arbitrary assignment via the empty action ∅. Now we define that g(s) = 2n

if s satisfies E, and g(s) = 0 if s does not satisfy E, for each s. Furthermore,
we define that transitions have uniform probability, i.e., m(〈s, A, s′〉) = 1/2n for
each transition 〈s, A, s′〉 in T(D). Let f (c) = 1.
It is easy to see that HC contains all pairs (w, c) where w = s0,∅, s1 such that
s0 is the state in which all xi are false and s1 is an arbitrary state: A history w is
desired wrt. c, iff it is of length n = 2 and the only action involved is the empty
action ∅, that is w = s0, ∅, s1, such that the interpretation of s0 satisfies

∧n
i=1 ¬xi,

and the interpretation of s1 satisfies �. Furthermore, h(w) = 1 if s1 satisfies
E and h(w) = 0 otherwise. Therefore, weighth(D) is the number of satisfying
assignments of E. Since D, C, m, f , and g are obviously constructible in
polynomial time, and since moreover m, f , and g are computable in polynomial
time, we obtain #P-hardness of computing weighth(Dw).
In case of arbitrary (possibly negative) g(s) and f (q), weighth(Dw) is computable
as the difference of two #P functions. Therefore, computing weighth(Dw) is in
the class GapP. Indeed, we have that

weighth(D) =
∑

(w,c)∈H+
C

u(w)× f (c) −
∑

(w,c)inH−
C

−u(w)× f (c),

where H+
C contains all pairs (w, c) from HC such that u(w)× f (c) is non-

negative and H−
c contains all pairs (w, c) from HC such that u(w)× f (c) is nega-

tive. Both
∑

(w,c)∈H+
C

u(w)× f (c) and
∑

(w,c)∈H−
C

−u(w)× f (c) can be computed
in #P. On the other hand, computing the difference f1 − f2 of two #P functions
f1 and f2 can be polynomially reduced to computing weighth(Dw ) for some
weighted action domain Dw in polynomial time. More precisely, with a slight
adaption of the above construction, we can reduce computing the difference of
the number of satisfying assignments #(E1) and #(E2) of two SAT instances E1

and E2 on atoms x1, . . . , xn, respectively, (which is GapP-hard) to computing
weighth(Dw). For this, we assume without loss of generality that both E1 and E2

are not satisfied if all atoms xi are false, and redefine g(s) to

g(s) =
⎧
⎨

⎩

2n if s satisfies E1 ∧ ¬E2,

−2n if s satisfies ¬E1 ∧ E2,

0 otherwise.

This has the effect that any history w = s0, A, s1 where (w, c) ∈ C, will con-
tribute zero to weighth(D) if E1 and E2 have the same value for the assignment
s1, and contribute h(w)× f (c) = 1 (resp., h(w)× f (c) = −1) if E1 is satisfied
but not E2 (resp. E2 is satisfied but not E1). In total, weighth(D) amounts then
to #(E1) − #(E2). As consequence, computing weighth(Dw) for general f and g
is (modulo some normalization) complete for GapP.
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(4) Computing weightqs(D) is more involved than computing weighted histories,
that is, computing weighth(Dw ). Here, we must take modified state rewards
g′(s) into account and normalize with |SD(B)| for certain queries. However,
both values are computable in polynomial space, and thus also f ′(q) for each
query q. Consequently, computing weightqs(Dw) is in FPSPACE. Like comput-
ing weightq(Dw), it is also FPSPACE-complete. Note that in order to obtain
FPSPACE-hardness, we just require queries of the form (25). For such queries,
setting g(s) = 1, for all states s, we get f ′(q) = f (q) if the query is satisfied,
and f ′(q) = 0 otherwise. This implies that weightqs(Dw) is a generalization of
weightq(Dw), and they coincide on instances, where g(s) = 1, for all states s, and
where c ∈ C implies c is of form (25). ��

In comparison, weights(Dw) and weighth(Dw) are of the same computational
degree of difficulty, while weightq(Dw) and weightqs(Dw) are harder under common
complexity hypotheses. For queries where nesting of formulas is bounded by a
constant, the complexity drops below FPSPACE.

6.2 Computation given D, C, and states S of D

Informally, a source of complexity is that D may specify an exponentially large
transition diagram T(D). If T(D) is given, then each of the four weights can be
calculated in polynomial time. In fact, not the whole transition diagram is needed,
but only a relevant part, denoted TC(D), which comprises all states and all transitions
that involve actions appearing in C.

Now if the state set S is known (e.g., after computation with ccalc [13]) or
computable in polynomial time, then TC(D) is constructible in polynomial time.
Indeed, for all states s, s′ ∈ S and every action A occurring in some query, we can
test in polynomial time whether 〈s, A, s′〉 is a legal transition with respect to D; the
total number of such triples is polynomial in |S|. Then the following result (the second
row of Table 1) holds.

Theorem 2 Let Dw = 〈D, C, g, f, m〉 be a weighted action domain, and suppose we
are given the set S of states described by D. Then weightp(Dw) can be computed in
polynomial time, for p ∈ {s, q, h, qs}.

Proof Obviously, computing weights(Dw) on TC(D) is polynomial. Similarly, com-
puting weightq(Dw) is polynomial since for each query q, testing D |= q is polynomial
on TC(D): label each state s ∈ S bottom up with the subformulas q′ of q that are true
at s, and evaluate every dynamic query of form (8) by considering all reachable nodes
at distance n.

For computing weighth(Dw ), we can also exploit a labeling technique to avoid
considering exponentially many paths in TC(D) explicitly. First, for a query q of form
(14), we label all states s with pi, i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, such that s = si for some history w =
s0, A1, s1, . . . , An, sn satisfying q, in polynomial time. An algorithm for labeling states
in this way is given in Fig. 5. It implements a two pass procedure as follows:

1) First label, for each state s, all states s′ at distance i = 0, 1, . . . , n with rs
i that

respect the prefix of some w desired with respect to q such that s = s0 and s′ = si.
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Fig. 5 An algorithm for labeling states

2) Then, going backwards from states labeled with rn
s , turn each rs

i (i = n, n −
1, . . . , 0) into pi.

Now for i = n, n − 1, . . . , 0 and each state s labeled with pi, we can easily compute
the sum of the utilities u(w′) of all suffixes w′ = si, Ai+1, si+1, . . . , An, sn of some
history w satisfying c such that si = s. In particular, u∗

0(s) is the sum of all utilities
u(w) of histories that start at s and satisfy q. Exploiting this, weighth(D) is then readily
computed by rearranging the sum of its definition: For each relevant query c of form
(14), sum up the u∗

0(·) values at all states and multiply the result with f (c). This gives
one summand of a sum to build over all relevant queries [i.e., queries of form (14)].
This algorithm to compute weighth(Dw ) is depicted in Fig. 6. Note that, for each
decision problem of the form 〈s, A, s′〉 ∈ R, s and A are fixed. Hence, it is solvable in
polynomial time.

Fig. 6 An algorithm for computing weighth(Dw), given S
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Using the same techniques as for weighth(Dw), we can compute g′(s) for each state
s in polynomial time on TC(D) and also |SD(B)|. Therefore, also weightqs(Dw) is
computable in polynomial time in this case. ��

Example 9 Consider, for instance, the action description D(3) (Fig. 4) in Example 6;
take s0 and s1 as specified in Example 6. For query (4), in the first pass of the labeling
process, state s0 is labeled with rs0

0 , rs1
1 ; and state s1 is labeled with rs1

0 , rs0
1 ; in the second

pass, both states s0 and s1 are labeled with p0 and p1. Given the utility function and
transition model as in Example 6 (i.e., as (17) and as (19), respectively), and assuming
a weight of f (c) = 3 for the query, summing up we obtain:

u∗
1(s0) = g(s0) = 2,

u∗
1(s1) = g(s1) = 2,

u∗
0(s0) = g(s0) + m(〈s0, {PushPBRC}, s1〉) × u∗

1(s1) = 3,

u∗
0(s1) = g(s1) + m(〈s1, {PushPBRC}, s0〉) × u∗

1(s0) = 4.

And in total

f (c)× (
u∗

0(s0) + u∗
0(s1)

) = 21,

as the summand for the query, c, considered (and therefore as the value for
weighth(D(3)) since c is the only query considered in this example).

Finally, if the state space S is not large, i.e., |S| is polynomially bounded, S can be
computed with the help of an NP-oracle in polynomial time; in fact, this is possible
with parallel NP oracles queries, and thus computing S is in the respective class FPNP

‖ .
The following theorem summarizes these results (the third row of Table 1):

Theorem 3 Given a weighted action domain Dw = 〈D, C, g, f, m〉, and the set S
of states described by D, such that |S| is polynomially bounded. Then computing
weightp(Dw) is in FPNP

‖ , for p ∈ {s, q, h, qs}.

On the other hand, it is unlikely that any of the weight functions is tractable if
|S| is polynomially bounded. Indeed, solving SAT under the assertion that the given
formula has at most one model (which is still considered to be intractable, cf. [10]) is
reducible to computing weightp(Dw), for each p ∈ {s, q, h, qs}.

7 Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, we have considered the issue of assigning weights to action descriptions,
so that one can compare action descriptions by means of their weights. To this
end, we have presented four different weights which are defined for the semantics
of action descriptions in terms of their transition diagrams, based on preferences
over states and transitions, on preferences over conditions, and on probabilities of
transitions. We have then illustrated the usefulness of such a semantically oriented
approach of comparing action descriptions, for the problem of updating an action
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description, in comparison with the syntactic approach of [2], and for the problem
of elaboration tolerance. Finally, we have studied computational aspects of the
measures, and we have characterized their computational complexity in terms of
well-known classes from the literature.

The use of weights for expressing preferences among different solutions to a
problem is ubiquitous in AI and has been used in various domains, including
configuration, planning, diagnosis, knowledge base integration, abductive reasoning,
and agent decision making cf. [8, 14–16]. The desire for expressing preferences in
this way also led to generic formalisms and tools for KR which offer this capa-
bility, including weighted CSP, optimal answer set engines, and (weighted) MAX-
SAT solvers [17–20]. However, to our knowledge, no weight-based approaches for
assessing action descriptions had been proposed so far. The semantic view which
we have taken here brings in a static and a dynamic component, in terms of states
and (sequences of) transitions, which is more complex than in other problems like
configuration or diagnosis, where usually only a static component plays a role.
Although we have restricted ourselves to a fragment of action language C, since
every transition diagram can be represented, the approach equally applies to (richer)
action languages with transition diagram semantics. Considering the full language C
will increase the complexity of computing the weights in some cases (like, e.g., in
the case of the second row of Table 1, where D, C, and S are part of the input);
note that verifying whether a given transition belongs to the transition diagram of a
given action description is no longer polynomial for full C (in fact, this is coNP-hard).
However, in other cases our proofs can be suitably adapted to establish a similar
result for full C (like, e.g., computing weightq and weightqs in the case of the first row
of Table 1, where D and C are part of the input). A detailed study of the full language
C and further fragments of it remains for future work.

A more general approach to comparing action descriptions would be in terms of
a preference relation (i.e., a reflexive and transitive binary relation) � on the set of
action descriptions for a given action signature, and to single out the desired action
descriptions D as the most preferred ones, such that no action description D′ exists
where D � D′ but D′ �� D. Weight-based comparison as in the update approach
can then be modeled (on a restricted set of elements) by D � D′ iff weight(D) ≤
weight(D′). However, under a general preference relation, many action descriptions
D and D′ may be incomparable, and thus intuitively many action descriptions might
be most preferred. In particular, this may happen if � is pointwise composed of
several “local” preference relations �1, . . . , �n which do not break ties between
different alternatives; in this case, 2n many most preferred action descriptions may
emerge. On the other hand, weight-based comparison induces a modular ordering of
the action descriptions, where each pair D, D′ of action descriptions is comparable.
Therefore, weight-based comparison is intuitively more discriminative, and yields
less most preferred action descriptions.

Several issues remain for future work. The manual computation of the weights
above quickly becomes cumbersome, and an implementation, which can be based
on the complexity characterizations and algorithms which we have outline here, will
be useful. It will enable a study of the measures on larger actions descriptions, and
to gain experience about their behavior under different parameter settings. To this
end, an interactive tool for defining and evaluating the weight measures would be
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desirable. Other issues concern efficient algorithms for restricted problem classes,
and to search for further weight measures.
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P16536-N04 and the European Commission grant FET-2001-37004 WASP. We are grateful to the
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Example Yale shooting domain

Consider the following three formalizations of the Yale shooting domain [21]:

D1 :
caused Loaded after Load
caused ¬Loaded after Shoot
caused ¬Alive after Shoot ∧ Loaded
caused False after Shoot ∧ Load
inertial Loaded, ¬Loaded, Alive, ¬Alive

D2 :
caused Loaded after Load
caused ¬Loaded after Shoot
caused ¬Alive after Shoot
caused False after Shoot ∧ ¬Loaded
caused False after Load ∧ Loaded
inertial Loaded, ¬Loaded, Alive, ¬Alive

D3 :
caused Loaded if Loaded after Loaded
caused ¬Loaded after Shoot
caused ¬Alive after Shoot
caused False after Shoot ∧ ¬Loaded
caused False after Load ∧ Loaded
inertial Loaded, ¬Loaded, Alive, ¬Alive

and the following set C of queries:

c1 : SOMETIMES evolves Load; True; Shoot; True; Load; Loaded
c2 : ALWAYS holds Loaded ⊃ necessarily False after Load

where f (c1) = 5 and f (c2) = −10. The first query expresses a desired property: after
loading the gun, shooting, and loading again, the gun is loaded. The second query
above expresses an undesired property: the gun can not be loaded when it is already
loaded.

Take weight = weightqs. Consider the following utility function g:

g(s) =
{

3 if Alive ∈ s
1 otherwise,

for every state s. Suppose that for each transition 〈s, A, s′〉 in R,

m(〈s, A, s′〉) =
{

0.5 if Alive ∈ s and Shoot �∈ A
0.3 otherwise.

Let us denote by s0, . . . , s3 the following states:

s0 = {Alive, Loaded}, s1 = {Alive,¬Loaded},
s2 = {¬Alive, Loaded}, s3 = {¬Alive,¬Loaded};
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and w0, . . . , w3 the following histories:

w0 = s0, Load, s0, Shoot, s3, Load, s2

w1 = s1, Load, s0, Shoot, s3, Load, s2

w2 = s2, Load, s2, Shoot, s3, Load, s2

w3 = s3, Load, s2, Shoot, s3, Load, s2

w4 = s1, Load, s0, Shoot, s3, Load, s3

for which the utilities are computed as follows:

w i ui(w)

w0 3 g(s2) = 1
2 g(s3) + m(〈s3, {Load}, s2〉) × u3(w0) = 1 + 0.3 = 1.3
1 g(s0) + m(〈s0, {Shoot}, s3〉) × u2(w0) = 3 + 0.3 × 1.3 = 6.9
0 g(s0) + m(〈s0, {Load}, s0〉) × u1(w0) = 3 + 0.5 × 6.9 = 6.45

w1 3 g(s2) = 1
2 g(s3) + m(〈s3, {Load}, s2〉) × u3(w0) = 1 + 0.3 = 1.3
1 g(s0) + m(〈s0, {Shoot}, s3〉) × u2(w0) = 3 + 0.3 × 1.3 = 6.9
0 g(s1) + m(〈s0, {Load}, s0〉) × u1(w0) = 3 + 0.5 × 6.9 = 6.45

w2 3 g(s2) = 1
2 g(s3) + m(〈s3, {Load}, s2〉) × u3(w0) = 1 + 0.3 = 1.3
1 g(s2) + m(〈s2, {Shoot}, s3〉) × u2(w0) = 1 + 0.3 × 1.3 = 4.9
0 g(s2) + m(〈s2, {Load}, s2〉) × u1(w0) = 1 + 0.3 × 4.9 = 2.47

w3 3 g(s2) = 1
2 g(s3) + m(〈s3, {Load}, s2〉) × u3(w0) = 1 + 0.3 = 1.3
1 g(s2) + m(〈s2, {Shoot}, s3〉) × u2(w0) = 1 + 0.3 × 1.3 = 4.9
0 g(s3) + m(〈s3, {Load}, s2〉) × u1(w0) = 1 + 0.3 × 4.9 = 2.47

w4 3 g(s3) = 1
2 g(s3) + m(〈s3, {Load}, s3〉) × u3(w0) = 1 + 0.3 = 1.3
1 g(s0) + m(〈s0, {Shoot}, s3〉) × u2(w0) = 3 + 0.3 × 1.3 = 6.9
0 g(s1) + m(〈s1, {Load}, s0〉) × u1(w0) = 3 + 0.5 × 6.9 = 6.45

That is,

u(w0) = u(w1) = u(w4) = 6.45, u(w2) = u(w3) = 2.47.

For D1, HC = {(w0, c1), (w1, c1), (w2, c1), (w3, c1)}. Then, the new utility function
g′ can be computed as follows:

g′(s0) = 6.45 g′(s1) = 6.45 g′(s2) = 2.47 g′(s3) = 2.47;
and the new weights f ′ of queries are computed as follows:

f ′(c1) = f (c1) × (g′(s0)+g′(s1)+g′(s2)+g′(s3))/4=5 × 17.84/4=22.3

f ′(c2) = f (c2) × 0 = 0.

Then weightqs(D1) = 22.3.
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For D2, HC = {(w1, c1), (w3, c1)}. Then, the new utility function g′ can be com-
puted as follows:

g′(s0) = 3 g′(s1) = 6.45 g′(s2) = 1 g′(s3) = 2.47;

and the new weights f ′ of queries are computed as follows:

f ′(c1) = f (c1) × (g′(s1) + g′(s3))/2 = 5 × 4.46 = 22.3

f ′(c2) = f (c2) × (g′(s0) + g′(s2)) = −10 × 4 = −40.

Then weightqs(D2) = −17.7 .
For D3, HC = {(w1, c1), (w3, c1), (w4, c1)}. Then, the new utility function g′ can be

computed as follows:

g′(s0) = 3 g′(s1) = 6.45 + 2.47 = 8.92 g′(s2) = 1 g′(s3) = 2.47;

and the new weights f ′ of queries are computed as follows:

f ′(c1) = f (c1) × (g′(s1) + g′(s3))/2 = 5 × (8.92 + 2.74)/2 = 5 × 5.83=29.15

f ′(c2) = f (c2) × (g′(s0) + g′(s2)) = −10 × 4 = −40.

Then weightqs(D3) = −10.85. Therefore, D1 is more preferable than D2 and D3.
Indeed, although these descriptions satisfy the desired property (c1) to some extent,
only D1 does not satisfy the undesired property.

caused At Robot after Walk
caused IsHolding after PickUp b1

IsHolding 1

caused IsHolding after Drop IsHolding 1

caused OnFloor after Drop
caused Color after PaintBall At Robot Room 3 At Room 3
caused OnFloor if OnFloor
caused At 1 if At 1

caused Color 1 if Color 1

caused False if r At
caused False if c At
inertial At Color IsHolding IsHolding
caused False after 1 1

Fig. 7 A description for the grippers domain (D1)
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Fig. 8 Another description for the grippers domain (D2)

Appendix 2: Example gripper domain

Consider the following variation of the gripper domain [22]. There are three balls,
each located in one of three rooms. There is a robot with two grippers. It can carry a

Fig. 9 Yet another description for the grippers domain (D3)
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ball in each. The available actions are picking up, dropping, and painting balls, and
moving between rooms. Suppose that the paint is available only in Room3. Consider
the descriptions D1, D2, D3 of this domain shown in Figs. 7–9, which use schematic
variables that range over constants as follows:

Variable Constants
o Robot, Ball1, Ball2, Ball3
b , b1 Ball1, Ball2, Ball3
g, g1 Gripper1, Gripper2
r, r1, r2 Room1, Room2, Room3
c, c1 Red, White, Blue.

Consider a set C consisting of the following queries:

p1 : ALWAYS
∧

r( holds At(Robot, r) ⊃
necessarily ¬At(Robot, r) after Walk(r) )

p2 : SOMETIMES
∧

b ,g(holds ¬IsHolding(b , g)∧
possibly True after Drop(b))

p3 : ALWAYS holds
∧

b (At(b , Room1) ∧ Color(b , White) ∧ OnFloor(b))∧
At(Robot, Room3) ⊃

necessarily
∧

b (At(b , Room2) ∧ At(Robot, Room3)) ∧∨
b Color(b , Red) ∧ ∨

b Color(b , White) ∧ ∨
b Color(b , Blue)

after Walk(Room1); PickUp(Ball1, Gripper1); PickUp(Ball3, Gripper2);
Walk(Room2); Drop(Ball1, Gripper1); Walk(Room1);
PickUp(Ball2, Gripper1); Walk(Room3); PaintBall(Ball2, Blue);
PaintBall(Ball3, Red); Walk(Room2); Drop(Ball2, Gripper1);
Drop(Ball3, Gripper2); Walk(Room3),

where f (p1) = 2, f (p2) = −3, and f (p3) = 1. The first query expresses that after the
robot walks to some location, it is not at its current location anymore. The second
one expresses that the action of dropping a ball is possible even when the robot is
not holding that ball. The third one expresses the presence of a trajectory. The first
and the third condition are desired while the second is not.

With the semantic approach based on weighted queries (taking weight = weightq),
the weights of the action descriptions are computed as follows:

weightq(D1) = f (p2) = −3
weightq(D2) = f (p1) + f (p3) = 2 + 1 = 3
weightq(D3) = f (p3) = 1.

Therefore, D2 is the most preferable description. Indeed, it is the only description
that entails both desired queries and does not entail the undesired one.
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